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ABSTRACT

Launched into orbit on November 22, 2013, the Swarm constellation of three satellites precisely measures magnetic signal of the Earth. To ensure the high accuracy of magnetic observation by vector magnetometer (VFM), its inertial attitude is precisely determined by µASC (micro Advanced Stellar Compass). Each of the three Swarm satellites is equipped with three µASC Camera Head Units (CHU) mounted on a common optical bench (OB), which has a purpose of transference of the attitude from the star trackers to the magnetometer measurements. Although substantial pre-launch analyses were made to maximize thermal and mechanical stability of the OB, significant signal with thermal signature is discovered when comparing relative attitude between the three CHU’s (Inter Boresight Angle, IBA). These misalignments between CHU’s, and consequently geomagnetic reference frame, are found to be correlated with the period of angle between Swarm orbital plane and the Sun (ca. 267 days), which suggests sensitivity of optical bench system on temperature variation.

In this paper, we investigate the propagation of thermal effects into the µASC attitude observations and demonstrate how thermally induced attitude variation can be predicted and corrected in the Swarm data processing. The results after applying thermal corrections show decrease in IBA RMS from 6.41 to 2.58″. The model significantly improves attitude determination which, after correction, meets the requirements of Swarm satellite mission. This study demonstrates the importance of the OB pre-launch analysis to ensure minimum thermal gradient on satellite optical system and therefore maximum attitude accuracy.

1. Introduction

The objective of the Swarm mission is to map the magnetic field of the Earth by a constellation of three satellites, two of them at a lower altitude and one at a higher. Swarm satellites precisely measure the magnetic signal of the Earth using a scalar (ASM) and a vector magnetometer (VFM). The ASM measures the magnetic field strength, which is used in calibration of the VFM to maintain the absolute accuracy during the mission. The VFM measures the magnetic field vector, whose inertial attitude is determined by the µASC (micro Advanced Stellar Compass) with high accuracy. The µASC is a fully autonomous, internally redundant star tracker. Three of the µASC, together with the VFM instrument, are mounted on the Swarm optical bench (OB) to provide correct orientation of the VFM and high accuracy of measured magnetic field components.

Considering that orientation of the Swarm satellite can be determined from both magnetic field measurements and star tracker images, independent measurement can be compared, and ideally, should agree. As addressed in [1], Swarm satellites exhibit consistent misalignments between the stellar and geomagnetic reference frames. The author correlates these misalignments, among other possible causes, with deficiencies in the software carrying out the star camera aberration correction, while completely disregarding any sort of thermally-induced mechanical instability. To analyze possible causes of these misalignments, a detailed study was performed on relative orientation of the star cameras and its correlation with stellar aberration and thermal variation of optical bench system.

The main objective of this paper is to research and explain the periodical variations between the Swarm camera head units (i.e. misalignment between the camera and geomagnetic reference frame) and to present a solution for its correction in the Swarm data processing.

1.1. Micro Advanced Stellar Compass

The Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC) and µASC were pioneers of the fully autonomous star trackers. Designed and produced by the Measurement and Instrumentation section at DTU Space department...
(Denmark Technical University), the µASC is to date one of the most successful star tracker worldwide. µASC autonomously calculates attitude based on all bright stars in the Field of View (FOV) of the CHUs using cold/hot redundant Digital Processing Unit (DPU).

Running a single CHU, µASC can provide 22 true solutions per second, with absolute accuracy of < 1″ [2]. The instruments have been operating on many satellite missions, and even though they were subjected to very different orbital and thermal environment, not a single hardware or functional failure has ever occurred.

1.2. Swarm optical bench

The Swarm optical bench is an ultra-stable silicon carbide-carbon fiber compound structure installed on a deployable conical tube of square cross section [3]. Having the main purpose of transferring the attitude that is precisely determined by star trackers to the magnetometer field components, the OB serves as a highly thermal and mechanical stable platform. Therefore, prior to launch, an exhaustive thermo-elastic and thermo-mechanical analysis were carried out to ensure thermal stability. For precise monitoring of the optical bench thermal state, several thermistors are mounted on different parts of Deployable Boom Assembly (DBA).

There are 4 triplets of thermistors (summarized in Table 1) where each triplet measures very similar temperatures. Thermistors on Swarm satellite OB used in the modeling are shown on Fig. 1, where T1 represents thermistor THT00029 on Optical bench Boom I/F and T3 represents thermistor THT0032 mounted on Optical Bench next to SiC-cube.

1.3. Swarm attitude observations

The prime instrument of the Swarm mission is the VFM, which is mounted on the spacecraft boom. The VFM system consists of a DPU and a Compact Spherical Coil (CSC) vector magnetometer sensor mounted on a stable OB (Fig. 1). On each Swarm satellite, the three CHU are placed on the OB such that the angles between the boresights, referred to as Inter-Boresight Angles (IBA), are around 90° (Fig. 2).

This is to ensure that only one CHU may be affected by intrusion of big and bright objects, such as the Sun or Moon, in the field of view at any given time, allowing attitude solution availability throughout the entire mission. Each CHU mounted on Swarm satellites is observing the attitude at a rate of 1 Hz, obtaining the precise orientation of the CHU relative to the J2000.0 Earth-centered inertial coordinate frame. In this study, the orientations of the three CHU’s are compared by calculating and analyzing the IBA between CHU pairs (Fig. 2). There are three IBA’s defined: IBA of CHU pair 1 (angle between Z-axis of CHU A and Z-axis of CHU B); IBA of CHU pair 2 (angle between Z-axis of CHU A and Z-axis of CHU C); and IBA of CHU pair 3 (angle between Z-axis of CHU B and Z-axis of CHU C).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermistor name</th>
<th>Thermistor code 1</th>
<th>Thermistor code 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hinge                         | THT00028           | TCL_2_ANY_13A_HINGEHN
| THT00056                      | TCL_4_ANY_13B_HINGEHN
| THT00086                      | TCL_6_ANY_13C_HINGEHN
| Optical bench Boom I/F        | THT00029 (T1)      | TCL_2_ANY_14A_OBBOOMIF
| THT00057                      | TCL_4_ANY_14B_OBBOOMIF
| THT00087                      | TCL_6_ANY_14C_OBBOOMIF
| Absolute Scalar Magnetometers (ASMS) | THT00031              | TCL_2_ANY_16A_ASM
| THT00059                      | TCL_4_ANY_16B_ASM
| THT00089                      | TCL_6_ANY_16C_ASM
| Optical Bench STRH            | THT00032 (T2)      | TCL_2_ANY_17A_OBSUBSYS
| THT00060                      | TCL_4_ANY_17B_OBSUBSYS
| THT00090                      | TCL_6_ANY_17C_OBSUBSYS

1.4. Corrections applied to the SWARM attitude observations - astronomical aberration

Astronomical aberration is the shift in the apparent direction of the line of sight to an infinitely distant target, due to the vector combination of the velocity of light and the velocity of the observer relative to the inertial coordinate system (J2000.0). The µASC attitude data can be corrected for astronomical aberration on-board if provided with the spacecraft velocity information. However, since the Swarm velocity information is not immediately available to the µASC, correction for astronomical aberration is applied during post processing on ground. This is performed using the total observer velocity; the velocity of Earth around the Sun and the velocity of the Swarm spacecraft in their orbit around the Earth, as reported by the GPS measurements.

2. Modelling of the thermo-elastic effects

2.1. Thermo-elastic effects of optical bench

The effect of the astronomical aberration (the difference between blue and red curve in Fig. 3) has a major impact on the IBAs. The aberration correction is not implemented on-board and is therefore fully applied in the first step of the on-ground attitude post processing (contrary to claim of [1]). The description of the algorithms for the Swarm data ground processing specification can be found in [4]. A relative comparison of the aberration corrected attitudes with uncorrected ones shows a significant improvement in stability of the CHU (see Fig. 3 for Swarm Alpha results). The RMS of the IBA of the first CHU pair (CHU A – CHU B) pair is reduced by significant 13.5 arc-seconds for the Swarm Alpha as well as Bravo, while the improvement for Swarm Charlie is 11.4″ (Table 3). A similar improvement is visible in the other two IBA pairs (CHU A – CHU C and CHU B – CHU C), where the RMS is reduced by 10.4″ (Swarm Bravo, IBA pair 3, CHU B – CHU C) and 14.8″ (Swarm Alpha, IBA pair 2, CHU A – CHU C) as seen from Table 3. Considering the first step of attitude correction,
the thermal e\textsuperscript{2}temperatures (Fig. 4), conclusion can be drawn that IBA variation of aberration corrected data has thermal signature. The star camera arrangement on the optical bench should ensure mechanical and thermal stability of the system, the IBA after aberration correction is expected to be constant. Although an exhaustive thermo-mechanical analysis was carried out prior to the launch of Swarm in order to minimize effects to ensure a frame free from any deformation. For that purpose, we analyzed the relative misalignments of each CHU, mounted on the OB due to temperature variations. The fixed frame is then defined such that the Z-axis coincides with the camera optical axis and the X and Y axes are in the plane of the CCD, with the X-axis pointing horizontally to right hand side and Y axis pointing up to complete an orthogonal right-handed coordinate system. Comparing relative misalignments of all three CHU axes, it was concluded that the plane formed by the bore-sight axes (Z axis) of each CHU, mounted on the OB due to temperature variations. The fixed frame was defined by the most stable axes of the three CHU frames.

The rotation of the fixed reference frame about the Z-axis is limited when the satellite orbit planes are down-dusk oriented, which is also the configuration when the temperature is highest, and minimal in the noon-midnight orbit. This results in identical periods of both the aberration and thermal driven IBA variations, which are corrected on-ground.

For the purpose of correcting the attitude data for thermal effects, a symmetrical thermal compensation model was determined from an integer (2) number of thermal periods (to reduce potential spectral leakage, e.g. 2 times 268 days for the Swarm Alpha) determined by the right ascension of the ascending node and the Sun angle. Since all three Swarm satellites had orbital maneuvers at the beginning of the mission, the start of the modelling period was selected after the last maneuver (see green dashed lines in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for the selected periods). The temperatures selected for thermal modelling are those observed by the CHU (TChu) and OB thermistors with codes THT00029 (referred in formulas as TChu) and THT00032 (referred in formulas as TChu), respectively (Figs. 1 and 4). In order to guarantee thermal model’s accuracy, only valid CHU attitudes data were used in the determination of the model parameters. Attitude data that is recorded in high-rate mode, has a big bright object flag or has a confidence level (mismatch between the observed and the cataloged stars, expressed in unit that corresponds to arc-seconds) of more than 5 was not used in modelling.

To analyze the relative misalignment of the three CHUs, a fixed frame was defined by the most stable axes of the three CHU frames. The primary requirement of the fixed frame was a minimum dependency on the observed thermal effects to ensure a frame free from any deformation. For that purpose, we analyzed the relative misalignments of each CHU, mounted on the OB due to temperature variations. The fixed frame is then defined such that the Z-axis coincides with the camera optical axis and the X and Y axes are in the plane of the CCD, with the X-axis pointing horizontally to right hand side and Y axis pointing up to complete an orthogonal right-handed coordinate system. Comparing relative misalignments of all three CHU axes, it was concluded that the plane formed by the bore-sight axes (Z axis) of CHU A and C is very stable compared to the other axes and planes. Therefore, the Zf axis of the fixed reference frame is defined as the normal to this plane.

\[ Z_f = Z_A \times \frac{Z_C}{|Z_A \times Z_C|} \]

(1)

The rotation of the fixed reference frame about the Zf axis is limited by taking an average of both CHU boresight axes, describing the Xf axis.

\[ X_f = \frac{Z_A + Z_C}{|Z_A + Z_C|} \]

(2)

The Yf axis is constructed to complete an orthogonal right-handed coordinate system.

\[ Y_f = \frac{Z_f \times X_f}{|Z_f \times X_f|} \]

(3)
The subscript letters A, B and C refers to the naming of the CHU.

Rotation of each CHU axis depending on the observed temperature is then estimated relative to a fixed frame. The thermal model is then found by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) fitting of IBA orbital averages and observed temperatures, and its parameters describe how each CHU moves relative to its pre-flight calibrated frame due to the thermal gradients. It is defined as:

$$R_{CHU, corrected} = R_\gamma R_\beta R_\alpha R_{CHU}$$  

where each rotation is described by:

$$R_\alpha = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(\alpha) & \sin(\alpha) \\ 0 & -\sin(\alpha) & \cos(\alpha) \end{bmatrix}$$  

$$R_\beta = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\beta) & 0 & -\sin(\beta) \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ \sin(\beta) & 0 & \cos(\beta) \end{bmatrix}$$  

$$R_\gamma = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\gamma) & \sin(\gamma) & 0 \\ -\sin(\gamma) & \cos(\gamma) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$  

And individual rotation angles are defined as:

$$\alpha = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 (T_I - T_1) + \alpha_3 (T_I - T_1)$$  

$$\beta = \beta_1 + \beta_2 (T_I - T_1) + \beta_3 (T_I - T_1)$$  

$$\gamma = \gamma_1 + \gamma_2 (T_I - T_1) + \gamma_3 (T_I - T_1)$$  

where:

$$T_1 = T_{CHU, i} (i = A, B, C)$$  

$$T_2 = T_{THH0029}$$  

$$T_3 = T_{THH0032}$$

The resulting thermal model with modelling coefficients for Swarm Alpha is shown in Table 2. In the same manner, the models were created for the other two Swarm satellites, which coefficients can be accessed in the electronic supplement.

3. Results

The resulting thermal model is applied on each observed attitude of all CHU’s for the complete available Swarm dataset (from November 2013 to June 2016).

Since IBA is a valid relative comparison of the CHU stability, we limit our further analysis to the IBA only. This choice is governed by the accuracy of measured orientation, which is the highest in camera pointing direction.

3.1. IBA analysis - relative comparison of the CHU stability

After applying thermal correction to the attitude observations, the comparison is made with uncorrected data. Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show these comparisons for each of the three Swarm satellites Alpha, Bravo and Charlie respectively, where green dashed line marks the period from which model parameters are calculated, i.e. from 16-June-2014 to 03-Dec-2015.

It is easy to see in these figures, that the smallest correction is applied to the second IBA pair (CHU A – CHU C) on all three Swarm satellites. The reason for this lies in the model definition (described in the previous section), where ZF axis of the fixed reference frame is defined as a normal to the plane containing bore-sight axis of CHU A and CHU C (Z_A×Z_C). Comparison of relative stabilities shows that these axes are more stable than bore-sight axis of CHU B (Z_B).

The results for all three satellites show the largest correction (Table 3 and plots on Figs. 5, 6 and 7) for the first (CHU A – CHU B) and the third (CHU B – CHU C) IBA pair. It is worth mentioning...
that both of these IBA pairs have CHU B in common. Considering the high correction applied to the first and third IBA (the first and third plot on Figs. 5, 6 and 7), we can conclude that the main correction is involved in relative orientation where CHU B is involved. This implies that the reason for thermal sensitivity of CHU B can probably be found in its placement on the OB. The placement of the CHU on the edge of the OB may produce such thermal effects.

In this study, we use RMS value of the IBA data for flatness assessment. Values shown on Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show RMS values of the complete dataset and RMS of the smoothed dataset with 200 s window width to suppress short term noise sources.

The RMS of the first IBA pair (CHU A – CHU B) dataset is reduced from 3.6 to 2.1″, from 3.7 to 2.6″ and from 6.4 to 2.6″ for Swarm Alpha, Bravo and Charlie, respectively. The RMS of the third IBA dataset (CHU B and CHU C) is reduced from 2.7 to 2.5″, from 4.3 to 2.6″ and from 2.6 to 2.2″ respectively for Swarm Alpha, Bravo and Charlie, respectively.

In the case of the most stable CHU combination, i.e. the second IBA pair, the effect of the correction on the IBA is very small but still significant, ranging from 0.1″ (for the Swarm Alpha) to 1.2″ correction to Swarm Bravo (Table 3).

If one focuses only on the yellow curves on Figs. 5, 6 and 7, and statistics of temperature corrected data on Table 3, the results show small RMS decrease for Swarm Alpha, IBA pair 2 (0.1″) and significant decrease for Swarm Charlie, IBA pair 1 (3.9″). Significant RMS decrease is also present in all IBA pairs for three Swarm satellites (Table 3), which leaves corrected data smooth and clean from any thermally induced phenomenon. This is especially notable for the corrected data outside of the modelling period (green dashed line on Figs. 5, 6 and 7), which shows excellent results when predicting thermal effects.

The technique presented here shows significant improvement in attitude determination which, after thermal correction, meets the 2″ requirements of Swarm satellite mission [5]. Considering that IBA statistics presented in Table 3 contain measurements of two cameras, the RMS per instrument is assumed to be less than $1/\sqrt{2}$ times value presented in the table.

Further demonstration of thermal model functionality would be to intentionally modify OB temperature in the same (seasonal) manner, and compensating the effect by applying thermal model. A similar test was performed in the period from 30 May through 3 June 2016, when an investigation of the residuals between Swarm ASM and VFM magnetometer data was conducted on Swarm Alpha. The investigation was performed using two heaters located on the OB (an operational heater (21 A) mounted on the radiator plate of the OB, and a powerful survival heater (21 W) located on the OB interface bracket).

Although a heat flow initiated by the OB heaters will obviously be different from the one caused by the Sun, an additional demonstration of the model performance can be made.

3.2. Heater tests for ASM-VFM residual investigation on Swarm Alpha

To confirm the validity of the computed thermal model, the data from the heater test ASM-VFM residual investigation, performed on Swarm Alpha, was used.

The first part of the heater test to support the ASM-VFM residual investigation was started on 30.05.2016, when the heater 21 A mounted on OB was activated. Before the test start, measured temperature on the OB was around $-10^\circ$C for the thermistor THT00029 ($T_2$), and around $-20.5^\circ$C on the thermistor THT00032.
After the test start (07:19:06 UTC) the temperature was increased slowly until it reached a stable balance close to the −15 °C at around 22:00 UTC (see red curve in bottom plot of Fig. 8). The temperature was controlled by the heater until 01.06.2106 at 12:24:40 UTC, when the original temperature was restored.

In the second part of the test, which started on 02.06.2016., the heater 21 W on OB was activated. Before the test, the temperature measured by thermistor THT00029 was around −13 °C and had almost returned to its expected value after the previous test with heater 21 A (see blue curve in the bottom plot of the Fig. 8). At 13:17:52 UTC, the new temperature range from −7 °C to −9 °C was achieved by setting up the heater control loop. After 17 h, at 06:22:02 UTC at 03.06.2016., control temperatures were increased to −4 °C /−2 °C. 8 h after (at 14:12:23 UTC), the control loop was disabled and the original settings were restored (blue curve in the bottom plot of Fig. 8).

When temperatures during the heater tests (Fig. 8) are compared with the observed IBA’s on Swarm Alpha (Fig. 9), a correlation can be seen in the test when heater 21 A was activated. It is noticeable that CHU and THT00032 thermistors are very sensitive to the temperature variation of the heater 21 A (top plot of Fig. 8 and red curve in the bottom plot of Fig. 8). However, this is not the case with variation of temperature by the heater 21 W, where temperature variation of that heater affects only thermistor THT00029 (blue curve on the bottom plot of Fig. 8). This is probably due to the different location of the heaters, which causes a different heat flow.

When the thermal model is applied to the heater test data, the results show an interesting behavior. Firstly, it is noticeable how activating the 21 W heater in the second test does not change significantly the IBA or the observed CHU and THT0032 temperatures. However, it does affect the temperature measured on thermistor THT00029. Due to the fact that temperature observed by thermistor THT00029 affects only the third (gradient) member in formula 7, the correction of the IBA is very small and the yellow curve showing the corrected IBA stays almost flat (Fig. 9).

The most significant impact on IBA is seen in the first IBA pair in of the first test (top panel in the Fig. 9), where the model over-compensate the temperature effect. This is expected, since heat generated in these tests originates from different source than the Sun, which are implemented in our thermal model and therefore cause a different heat flow.

The presented results show that the model, even though not tailored to this type of heat variation, behaves excellent and removes the largest part of the thermally induced OB instabilities that cause IBA variations.

3.3. Sources of remaining uncertainties

By the virtue of the silicon carbide-carbon fiber optical bench design, absolute temperatures of the system are unknown. Therefore, the proxy temperatures and temperature gradients used in thermal modelling, observed by limited number of thermistors, could introduce a residual error in modelled attitude of around 0.5 ″. The results also contain errors (+0.5 ″) due to the singular value decomposition imperfect fitting and in-orbit thermal effects not captured by the orbital averages modelling technique. Furthermore, the model may leave corrected attitudes with unresolved signals of no thermal origin. However, all of the effects combined show that the residual signal is smaller than +/−1 ″, which is well below the mission requirement of 2 ″.

Fig. 6. Swarm Bravo IBA: original (blue), aberration corrected (red) and temperature corrected including preflight calibration offset (yellow). Where pair 1 represents IBA between CHU A and CHU B, pair 2 represents IBA between CHU A and CHU C and pair 3 represents IBA between CHU B and CHU C. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Swarm Charlie IBA: original (blue), aberration corrected (red) and temperature corrected including preflight calibration offset (yellow). Where pair 1 represents IBA between CHU A and CHU B, pair 2 represents IBA between CHU A and CHU C and pair 3 represents IBA between CHU B and CHU C. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Temperatures during heater tests for ASM-VFM residual investigation (29.05.2016–02.06.2016). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
4. Conclusions

In this paper, periodical variations in relative orientation between the Swarm CHU are discussed and a model for their correction in the Swarm data processing is presented.

Since the observations obtained by µASC are affected by the astronomical aberration, the corresponding correction is applied in the on-ground processing. Considering the mechanically and thermally stable optical bench, the IBA after aberration correction is expected to be in the 1′ range. However, after correction for the aberration effect, a small but still significant thermal signal remains in the IBA data, which clearly correlates with temperature variations measured on three Swarm satellites. Therefore, a conclusion is drawn that IBA variation of aberration corrected data has thermal signature.

We present a model for the correction of the thermo-elastic instabilities of the Swarm OB, which cause misalignments between the CHU relative orientations. The model is based on two full periods of Swarm orbital plane to the Sun angle, which is recognized as the major driving force of thermal instabilities, and is computed by Singular Value Decomposition fitting of IBA orbital averages and observed temperatures. The improvement of attitude determination accuracy and CHU stability was analyzed by relative comparison of the three IBA's on the three Swarm satellites, Alpha Bravo and Charlie. The results after applying thermal corrections show a small decrease in RMS for Swarm Alpha IBA pair 2 (0.1′′) and significant decrease for Swarm Charlie IBA pair 1 (3.9′′). In the case of the most stable CHU's combination, the second IBA pair, the correction is very small but still significant, ranging from 0.1′′ (for the Swarm Alpha) to 1.2′′ correction for Swarm Bravo. Overall, corrected attitude data is very smooth and clean from any thermally induced phenomenon. This is especially notable for the corrected data outside of the modelling period, which shows excellent results when predicting thermal effects. Therefore, the technique presented here shows an improvement in attitude determination that, after correction, meets the 2″ requirements of Swarm satellite mission.

Furthermore, the robustness and validity of the thermal model was demonstrated using data collected during a test in support of the ASM-VFM residual investigation on Swarm Alpha, which was performed in the period from 30 May through 3 June 2016. The investigation was performed using two heaters located on OB (an operational heater mounted on the radiator plate of the OB, and a powerful survival heater located on the OB interface bracket). Results show that the thermal model slightly over-compensates the temperature effect on the first IBA, but fully corrects the effect on the other two IBA.

The critical finding from these tests is that thermal model, even though not tailored to this specific type of heat flow (where heat sources are heaters and not the Sun) behaves excellent and successfully removes the thermally induced OB instabilities. Consequently, the study demonstrates the importance of the OB pre-launch analysis and test, which may ensure minimum thermal gradient on satellite optical system and therefore maximum attitude accuracy and stability between the cameras.

In [1] an assumption of a perfect optical bench system and/or a flawed aberration correction is used to explain the observed IBA variations. The analysis and thermal model presented herein, shows that aberration correction is performed correctly. Instead, the origin of the IBA variations is a thermal gradient and the effect is fully recoverable in the ground processing by a simple thermal model.

The presented model is now being implemented in the Swarm data processing.

Fig. 9. IBA for ASM-VFM residual investigation: original (blue), aberration corrected (red) and temperature corrected (yellow) IBA. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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